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AN EXPLANATION 

'T'his little book is an expression of hero-worship 
on the part of one of Mr. Matthew Arnold's 

most loyal admirers. It seems a pity that the four 
letters that he wrote to the Pall Mall Gazette, full 
of suggestion as in common with all Mr. Arnold's 
prose work they undoubtedly are, should not be 
presented in separate form for a few friends and 
disciples. Doubtless the letters will henceforth 
appear in collected editions, and Mr. Arnold would, 
one is certain, have been content with this as he 
would have been content, I think, with the private 
issue of them that I have ventured upon. The 
collector of Mr. Arnold's " first editions" rejoices 
already in at least two or three privately-printed 
booklets—Geist's Grave, St. Brandan, and On Home 
Rule/or Ireland. Here is a fourth. 

Mr. Matthew Arnold was fitfully a keen play
goer. In his article on "The French Play in 
London "* he recalls the joy with whicli in youth 
he saw the Divine Rachel at the Edinburgh 
Theatre in the part of Hermione. " I followed her 
to Paris," he adds, " and for two months never 
missed one of her performances." He expresses his 
delight at the acting of Madame Sarah Bernhardt, 
then at the now-destroyed Gaiety, and he regrets 
the divorce which at that time separated a very 
large section of the Enghsh middle class from all 
interest in the drama. He relates an anecdote 

"Nineteenth Century, August, 1879, and reprinted in Irish 
Essays and Others, 1882. 
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of once visiting Shrewsbury when the Hayraarket 
company was acting there, and that, although the 
pit and gallery had their audience, the real towns
people—the people who carried forward the busi
ness and life of Shrewsbury and filled its churches 
and chapels on Sundays—were entirely absent. He 
points a moral in favour of organising the theatre. 
He appeals for a subsidised theatre, a grant from 
the Science and Art Department, and for the 
performance of Shaksperean and modern plays 
under official auspices. This was written in 1879. 
It was in 1882 that he wrote as follows to Mr. 
Henry Arthur Jones from the Athenaeum Club and 
began a very considerable correspondence with 
that accomplished playwright. 

The play in question was The Silver King:— 

November 2, 1882. 
I will certainly come and see your play, but do you care 

particularly about my coming to the first representation ? I 
am living in the country at present, but I shall be in town for 
a week in the early part of December, and again, probably, 
for two months in the early part of next year, and at either o 
those times I should be better situated forgoing to the theatre 
than now. If, however, you care much about my coming to 
the first representation let me know the day, and unless I 
am actually engaged I will come. 

In a letter* addressed to Mr. John Morley, 
the editor of the Pall Mall Gazette at that time, 
occurs the following:— 

Shall I write you a letter with the impressions called forth 
by the first representation of The Silver King ? I had not 
been at the Princess's for years, and several things occurred 
to me. I waited till your theatrical critic (who is he ?) had 
fired his shot, but there is nothing in his satire to make my 
letter unsuitable. 

* Letters 0/Matthew Arnold, 1848-88, collected and arranged 
by George W. E. Russell. Two vols. 1895. Macmillan. 
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In the full correspondence, which will be found 
in Arnold's Letters, there is much to interest the 
playgoer about the drama, perhaps the most 
interesting comment being contained in the 
following letter:— 

Athenaeum Club, Pall Mall, S.W., 
May 20, 1884. 

MY DEAR SIR,—I have been travelling about or I should 
have written sooner to you to thank you for the stalls and 
to say that there was good writing in Chatterton and good 
acting In Mr. Wilson Barrett's impersonation of the part, but 
the thing is too painful. I feel so strongly the defects of a 
situation where " everything is to be endured, nothing to be 
done," that I suppressed a dramatic sketch* of my own on 
that account, and though I afterwards restored it at Mr. 
Browning's request I restored it for reading only. I would 
never have restored it for representation. 

Very truly yours, 
H. A. Jones, Esq. MATTHEW ARNOLD. 

The criticism of Mr. Stephenson's Impulse was 
followed by a defence in the Pall Mall Gazette on the 
part of that writer's friends, to which Mr. Arnold 
made no reply. But he was to write yet two other 
criticisms, one on Sir Henry Irving's presentation 
of Much Ado About Nothing and the other on 
Mr. Wilson Barrett's Hamlet. After 1884 his en
thusiasm for the theatre appears to have cooled. 
Until his death four years later the Irish question 
was his principal " recreation." 

C. K. S. 

* Empedocles on Etna. 
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" T H E SILVER K I N G " 

BY HENRY ARTHUR JONES AND HENRY HERMAN 

Produced at the Princess's Theatre, November J 6, 
J882. In five acts 

Wilfred Denver -
Nellie Denver -
Cissy and Ned -

Daniel Jaikes -
F rank Selwyn -
Geoffrey W a r e 
Samuel Baxter - . -
Captain Herber t Skinner 
Henry Corkett 
Eliah Coombe 
Cripps 
Mr. Parkyn 
Messrs. Binks and Brown-

son 
Bilcher and Teddy -
Tubbs 
Gaffer Pottle 
Cabman 
Leaker 
Servants - - - . 
Detectives -
Porter 
Newsboy 
Olive Skinner 
Tabi tha Durden 
Susy, waitress at the 

" Chequers " 
Mrs. Gammage -
Lady Passenger 
Schoolgirls -

M R . W I L S O N B A R R E T T 

M I S S E A S T L A K E 

M I S S E S M . C L I T H E R O W AND 

C. B U R T O N 

M R . G E O R G E B A R R E T T 

M R . N E V I L L E D O O N E 

M R . B R I A N DARLEY 

M R . W A L T E R SPEAKMAN 

M R . E . S . W I L L A R D 

M R . C H A R L E S C O O T E 

M R . C L I F F O R D C O O P E R 

M R . F R A N K H U N T L E Y 

M R . J. B E A U C H A M P 

M E S S R S . H . D E A N E AND C H A R L -

FORD 

M E S S R S . W A R I N AND C . G U R T H 

M R . H . D E S O L L A 

M R . J. B. J O H N S T O N E 

M R . H . E V A N S 

M R . W . A . E L L I O T 

M E S S R S . C . C R O F T O N AND C O L E S 

M E S S R S . P O L H I L L AND B L A N D 

M R . C A R S O N 

M R . B E S L E Y 

M I S S D O R A VIVIAN 

M R S . H U N T L E Y 

M I S S W O O D W O R T H 

M R S . B E C K E T T 

M I S S N E L L I E PALMER 

M I S S E S J. AND F . B E C K E T T 



AT THE PRINCESS'S 

T am a sexagenarian who used to go much to the 
Princess's some five-and-thirty years ago when 

Macready had an engagement there. I remember 
it as if it were yesterday. In spite of his faults 
and mannerism Macready brought to his work so 
much intellect, study, energy, and power that one 
admired him when he w£is living and remembers 
him now he is dead. During the engagement I 
speak of Macready acted, I think, all his great 
Shaksperean parts. But he was ill-supported, the 
house was shabby and dingy, and by no means 
full; there was something melancholy about the 
whole thing. You had before you great pieces 
and a powerful actor; but the theatre needs the 
glow of public and popular interest to brighten it, 
and in England the theatre was at that time not in 
fashion. 

After an absence of many years I found myself 
at the Princess's again. The piece was The Silver 
King. Perhaps I ought to have gone to see The 
Lights o' London, but the lyric of Mr. Sims with 
which the streets were placarded in order to 
charm us to The Lights o' London had, to my aged 
mind, an unpleasant touch of le/aux—that danger, 
as the critic tells us, of the romantic artist, 
" Comme chaque genre de composition a son 
^cueil particulier, celui du genre romanesque, 
c'est le faux." At any rate I resisted the charm 
of Mr. Sims and stayed away from The Lights o' 
London, but The Silver King I have just now been 
to see and I should like to record some of my 
impressions from it while they are fresh. 



AT THE PRINCESS'S 

It was another world from the old Princess's 
of my remembrance. The theatre itself was re
newed and transformed; instead of shabby and 
dingy it had become decorated and brilliant. But 
the real revival was not in the paint and gilding ; 
it was in the presence of the public. The public 
was there ; not alone the old, peculiar public of 
the pit and gallery with a certain number of the 
rich and refined in the boxes and stalls and with 
whole solid classes of English society conspicuous 
by their absence. 

No; it was a representative public furnished 
from all classes and showing that English society 
at large has now taken to the theatre. 

Equally new was the high general level of the 
acting. Instead of the company with a single 
powerful and intelligent performer, with two or 
three middling ones, and with the rest moping and 
mowing in what was not to be called English but 
rather stagese, here was a whole company of 
actors able to speak English, playing intelligently, 
supporting one another effectively. Mr. Wilson 
Barrett as Wilfred Denver is so excellent that his 
primacy cannot be doubted. Next after him, so 
far as the piece now acting is concerned, I should 
be inclined to put Mr. Charles Coote as Henry 
Corbett. But it is the great merit of the piece 
that the whole is so effective and that one is so 
little disposed to make distinctions between the 
several actors ; all of them do their work so well. 

And the piece itself ? It is not Shakspere, it 
is melodrama. I have seen it praised as though 
it were not melodrama, not sensational drama at 
all, but drama of a new and superior kind, border
ing upon poetic drama and even passing into it. 
With this praise I cannot quite agree. The 
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essential difference between melodrama and poetic 
drama is that one relies for its main e£fect upon 
an inner drama of thought and passion, the other 
upon an outer drama of, as the phrase is, sen
sational incidents. The Silver King relies for its 
main effect upon an outer drama of sensational 
incidents and, so far, is clearly melodrama — 
transpontine melodrama. But for this outer drama 
no less than for the inner drama which we have 
opposed to it there is needed an exposition by 
means of words and sentiments, and in the expo
sition of the melodrama of Messrs. Jones and 
Herman there is nothing transpontine. The 
critics are right, therefore, in thinking that in 
this work they have something new and highly 
praiseworthy, though it is not exactly what they 
suppose. 

They have a sensational drama in which the 
diction and sentiments do not overstep the modesty 
of nature. In general, in drama of this kind, the 
diction and sentiments, like the incidents, are ex
travagant, impossible, transpontine; here they are 
not. This is a very great merit, a very great 
advantage. The imagination can lend itself to 
almost any incidents, however violent, but good 
taste will always revolt against transpontine 
diction and sentiments. 

Instead of giving to their audience transpontine 
diction and sentiments Messrs. Jones and Herman 
give them literature. Faults there are in The 
Silver King; Denver's drunkenness is made too 
much of ; his dream is superfluous, the peasantry 
are a little tiresome, Denver's triumphant exit 
from Black Brake Wharf puzzles us. But in 
general throughout the piece the diction and 
sentiments are natural, they have sobriety and 
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propriety; they are literature. It is an excellent 
and hopeful sign to find playwrights capable of 
writing in this style, actors capable of rendering 
it, a public capable of enjoying it. 

Another excellent sign should be noticed, too. 
As everybody was said to know how that the city 
of the Ephesians was a worshipper of the great 
goddess, Diana, so we may say that everybody 
knows how that, if not the city of the French, 
yet their modern drama, like their lighter news
papers, their novels, and their art in general, is 
a worshipper of the great goddess, Lubricity. We 
imitate and adapt French pieces, and whether the 
adapter wishes it or not some traces of the goddess 
can hardly fail to pass into his work. It is re
freshing to find a native piece without the vestige 
of an appeal to her; and to find this piece, too, 
admirably given by the actors, passionately en
joyed by the audience. So, at least, it seems to 
your obedient servant. 

JO 
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" I M P U L S E " 

BEING AN ADAPTATION OF " LA MAISON DD 

MARI " BY B . C . STEPHENSON 

Produced at the St. James's Theatre, 
December 9, 1882 

Mrs. Beresford 
Mrs. Macdonald 
Miss Kilmore -
Mrs. Birkett -
Sir Henry Aucland -
Colonel Macdonald 
Captain Crlchton 
Victor de Riel 
Graham -
Parker 
Waiter 

MRS. KENDAL 

Miss LINDA DIETZ 

MRS. GASTON MURRAY 

MISS COWLE 

MR. A. BEAUMONT 

MR. T . N . WENMAN 

MR. KENDAL 

MR. ARTHUR DACRE 

MR. BRANDON 

MR. DRUMMOND 

MR. D E VERNEY 
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ON IMPULSE 

T ike "society" in general, I have been to see 
Impulse, Nothing, apparently, could be more 

to the taste of "society" than this piece. That 
alone is a reason for going to see it. And what 
impression did it leave; what remained in the 
mind after seeing it ? Chiefly, to tell the truth, 
this sentence of the Imitation, " Multa oportet 
surdi aure pertransire et quae tuae pacis sunt 
magis cogitare." A piece more perfectly un
profitable it is hard to imagine. But it is worth 
pausing upon t>ecause its production and its 
popularity bring well to light the want of clear 
vision, the turn for the half true and for the 
factitious, characteristic of English " society." 

Impuhe is founded, as its author, Mr. Stephen
son, honestly informs us, upon a French piece. 
French pieces have their reason for existing in the 
state of society which they reflect and interpret. 
All people want to know life, above all the life 
which surrounds them and concerns them, and we 
come to the novel and to the stage play to help us 
to what we want. French plays Jind French novels 
do undoubtedly render for French people the life 
which surrounds them. Those productions have 
this merit, at any rate. George Sand declares 
that Madame Bovary is not at all an immoral work, 
but on the contrary a useful one. Good and 
useful after reading Madame Bovary in the family 
circle, Madame Sand and her family circle, so she 
tells us, judged this reading to be. But why ? 
Because of the numberless Madame Bovarys— 

13 



ON "IMPULSE" 

" les innombrables Madame Bovary en herbe"—at 
the present moment springing up everywhere 
throughout the provincial life of France with 
their immense crop of " maris imbeciles " and of 
"amants frivoles " to attend them. That, says 
George Sand, is M. Flaubert's defence for writing 
his book, and that is the reason for reading it— 
that it holds the mirror up to French nature. Of 
course, the same plea may even more confidently 
be urged for plays and novels rendering the life of 
Paris. They may be full of immoralities, but at 
any rate they hold the mirror up to nature, they 
do render the life of Paris. 

I am far from saying that I agree with Madame 
Sand that a book is good reading even for grown 
men and women because it faithfully represents 
actual life. It must have a quality in it besides 
to make it so. Manon Lescaut, which has this 
quality, is good reading. I would not say that 
Madame Bovary has the quality, or that it is good 
reading. All this, however, we need not discuss 
now. What is certain is that the French play, 
the French novel, renders the actual life of the 
French. 

One may rate the work of M. Alexandre 
Dumas the younger or of M. Sardou as low as 
one pleases. One may even refuse to call it 
literature. Of course it is not literature as the 
comedy of Shakspere and of Moliere is literature; 
it is not even literature as the comedy of Beau-
marchais and of Sheridan is literature; perhaps it 
is not to be called literature at all. But that it 
renders French life one cannot deny, and that the 
French public wishing to see its life rendered 
should follow with eagerness and pleasure this 
rendering one cannot wonder. 

H 
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But Impulse, what life does it render ? What 

does it say to all these wearers of attractive 

toilettes, to all these charming faces and figures, to 

all this " society," a little wanting in soul and very 

much wanting in clear vision, which frequent it ? 

Something half-true, factitious, and unmeaning. 

The English provinces really do not teem with 

" les innombrables Madame Bovary en h e r b e " ; 

the most salient features of English society are 

really not the " m a r i imbecile " and the " amant 

frivole." The " society " newspapers and their 

emancipated and brilliant staff may regret that the 

fact should be so, but so it is. Madame Bovarys, 

instead of being countless in our country neigti-

bourhoods, are almost unknown there ; the 

" amant frivole," instead of being a stock element 

in our married life, is rare and unimportant. That 

fraction of our society for which the French play 

and novel are a rendering of its own life is so small 

as to be quite unimportant. This is proved, 

indeed, by the transformation which the French 

play undergoes before the English playwright can 

present it to the charming faces, figures, and 

toilettes of our boxes and stalls. Virtue has to 

tr iumph, the " aman t frivole" has to come to 

grief. Ingenious playwright! Ingenious " society " ! 

Know this, as to your " amant," as to your Victor 

de Riel, that as your French guides would tell you 

" c'est a prendre ou a laisser." Where he exists, 

where he is an institution, matters may well 

enough pass as they pass in the genuine French 

play; logic and experience are in favour of their 

so passing. Where he is an exotic nothing can 

make him tolerable ; defeated or tr iumphant he 

equally makes the piece of which he is the centre 

unpleasant, makes it ridiculous. 

15 
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Impulse is, in truth, in itself a piece intensely 
disagreeable. It owes its success to the singularly 
attractive, sympathetic, and popular personalities 
of Mr. and Mrs. Kendal. While they are on the 
stage it is hard to be dissatisfied. One must feel, 
nevertheless, even while liking Mr. Kendal, that 
the young English gentleman, whom one so well 
knows, with sterling qualities but no philosopher, 
does not talk quite so like a fool as Captain 
Crichton. Mrs. Kendal, as Mrs. Beresford, one 
could accept with entire pleasure if one could 
understand so winning and sensible a person 
having so little influence with her sister, or being 
so easily baffled by circumstances. Perhaps a 
sympathetic actress might have made the un
grateful part of Mrs. Macdonald not quite repul
sive, not quite impossible. At present Mrs. 
Macdonald makes the impression not of an in
teresting victim of passion, but of a personage 
morbid and perverse, and every scene between her 
and Victor de Riel is a misery. Victor de Riel is 
not ill acted ; on the contrary, this exotic " amant " 
is well acted—too well. The fatal likeness to the 
•" similis turpissima bestia nobis " which so struck 
Alfieri in the passion-driven Frenchman forces 
itself upon the mind, and the more passionate the 
lovemaking the more that likeness forces itself on 
us. Why should cool-headed people hide their 
conviction that this sort of drama is detestaole, 
even though the journals of "society" called to 
one another, deep to deep, "Edmund" to 
" Henry," that it is very good ? One can imagine 
the grim colleague of " H e n r y " surveying the 
"society" which enjoys this half-true, factitious, 
and debilitating art, and waving " Henry " aside 
while he himself cries sternly to their common 

l 6 
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constituents, the Northampton populace, " Arise 
ye Goths and glut your ire."* 

* A new generation has grown up that does not remember 
the pleasant personalities between Mr. Edmund Yates of the 
World and Mr. Henry Laboucbere of Truth. Mr. Lalwu-
cbere's colleague at Northampton was, of course, Mr. 
Bradlaugh. 

17 





'•^ Much Ado About Nothing 

" Pall Mall Gazette " 
of May 30, 1883 



" MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING " 

By W I L L I A M SHAKSPERE 

Revived at the Lyceum, October 11, J882. It ran 
2}2 consecutive nights 

Benedick . . . . M R . HENRY IRVING 

Don Pedro - - M R . WILLIAM T E R R I S S 

Don John - - MR. CHARLES GLENNEV 

Claudio - - MR. J. FORBES ROBERTSON 

Leonato - - M R . JAMES FERNANDEZ 

Antonio - - - M R . H . H O W E 

Balthazar MR. J. ROBERTSON 

Friar M R . T . MEAD 

Borachio MR. TYARS 

Conrade MR. H U D S O N 

Dogberry MR. SAM JOHNSON 

Verges - - - MR. STANISLAUS CALHAEM 

Seacole . . . M R . ARCHER 

Oatcake . . . . MR. HARBURY 

A Sexton . . - = . MR. CARTER 

A Messenger - M R . HAVILAND 

A Boy . . . . . M I S S K. BROWN 

Hero M I S S J E S S I E MILLWARD 

Margaret M i s s HARWOOD 

Ursula M I S S L . PAYNE 

Beatrice Miss E L L E N T E R R 
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AT THE LYCEUM 

T T istory tells us that the sultanas of the famous 
Sultan Oulogugbeb would not hear the philo

sophical romance of Zadig but preferred to it an 
interminable succession of idle tales. " How can 
you prefer," asked the sage Sultan, " a heap of 
stories utterly irrational and which have nothing 
in them ? " The sultanas answered, " It is just on 
that very account that we prefer them " (c'est pre-
cis6ment pour cela que nous les aimons). 

By what magic does Mr. Irving induce the 
sultanas to listen to Shakspere ? From the utter
ances of Captain Crichton, Mrs. Beresford, and 
Mrs. Macdonald, how does he manage to wile them 
away to the talk of Benedick and Beatrice—of 
Benedick, capable of looking pale " with anger, 
with sickness, or with hunger, not with love" ; of 
Beatrice, upon my " knees every morning and 
evening that God may send me no husband '' ? The 
truth is that in a community so large as ours 
you may get a demand for almost anything—not 
only for Impulse at the St. James's or for the 
"Biograph" of Mr, Archer and the "Early 
Days" of Mr. Marwood among visitors to Epsom, 
but even for the fantastic—Mr. Latxjuchere would 
add the tiresome—comedy of Shakspere at the 
Lyceum. 

Fantastic, at all events, it is. It belongs to a 
world of fantasy; not to our world, palpitating 
with actuality, of Captain Crichtons, and Fred 
Archers, and Marwoods. It so belongs to a world 
of fantasy that often we have difficulty in following 
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AT T H E LYCEUM 

it. " H e set up his bills here in Messina and 
challenged Cupid at the flight, and my uncle's 
fool, reading the challenge, subscribed for Cupid 
and challenged him at the bird-bolt." Who 
understands without a commentary ? Even where 
the wit is more evident and we can follow it, it is 
still the wit of another world from ours, a world 
of fantasy. " He that hath a beard is more than 
a youth, and he that hath no beard is less than a 
man ; and he that is more than a youth is not for 
me, and he that is less than a man I am not for 
him; therefore, I will even take sixpence in 
earnest of the bearward, and lead his apes into 
hell." 

But Mr, Labouchere deals hardly with himself 
in refusing to enter this Shaksperean world because 
it is a world of fantasy. Art refreshes us, art 
liberates us, precisely by carrying us into such a 
world and enabling us to find pleasure there. He 
who will not be carried there loses a great deal. 
For his own sake Mr. Labouchere should " away 
to St. Peter for the heavens" with Beatrice; 
should let it be revealed to him " where the 
bachelors sit, and there live we as merry as the 
day is long." 

With his care for seating his colleague and for 
reconstructing society, can he live as merry as the 
day is long now ? 

So salutary is it to be carried into a world of 
fantasy that I doubt whether even the comedy of 
Congreve and Wycherley, presented to us at the 
present day by good artists, would do us harm. 
I would not take the responsibility of recommend
ing its revival, but I doubt its doing harm, and I 
feel sure of its doing less harm than pieces such as 
Heartsease and Impulse. And the reason is that 
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AT THE LYCEUM 

Wycherley's comedy places us in what is for us 
now a world wholly of fantasy, and that in such a 
world, with a good critic and with good actors, we 
are not likely to come to much harm. Such a 
world's main appeal is to our imagination rather 
than our senses. How much more is this true of 
the ideal comedy of Shakspere and of a world so 
airy, radiant, and spiritual as that of Much Ado 
About Nothing. 

One must rejoice, therefore, at seeing the sul
tanas and society listening to Shakspere's comedy ; 
it is good for them to be there. But how does 
Mr. Irving bring them ? 

Their natural inclination is certainly more for 
a constant " succession of idle tales " like the Dame 
aux Camelias or Impulse. True, but there is at the 
same time something in human nature which 
works for Shakspere's comedy and against such 
comedy as the Dame aux Camelias or Impulse; 
something prompting us to live by our soul and 
imagination rather than by our senses. Un
doubtedly there is; the existence of this some
thing is the ground of all hope and must never, 
in our impatience at men's perversions, he for
gotten. But to come into play it needs evocation 
and encouragement; how does Mr. Irving evoke 
i t? 

It is not enough to say that Much Ado About 
Nothing, in itself beautiful, is beautifully put upon 
the stage, and that of ideal comedy this greatly 
heightens the charm. 

It is true, but more than this is requisite to 
bring the sultanas. It is not enough to say that 
the piece is acted with an evenness, a general level 
of merit, which was not to t>e found five-and-
twenty years ago, when a Claudio so good as 
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Mr. Forbes Robertson or a Don Pedro so good 
as Mr. Terriss would have been almost impossible. 
This also is true, but it would not suffice to bring 
the sultanas. It cannot even be said that they 
are brought because certain leading or famous 
characters in the piece are given with a perfection 
hitherto unknown. The aged eyes of "An Old 
Playgoer " have seen the elder Farren and Keeley 
in the parts of Dogberry and Verges. Good as 
is Mr. Irving's Benedick, those who have seen 
Charles Kemble as Benedick have seen a yet better 
Benedick than Mr. Irving. It is, however, almost 
always by an important personality that great 
things are effected, and it is assuredly the personality 
of Mr. Irving and that of Miss Ellen Terry which 
have the happy effect of bringing the sultanas and 
of filling the Lyceum. 

Both Mr. Irving and Miss Ellen Terry have a 
personality which peculiarly fits them for ideal 
comedy. Miss Terry is sometimes restless and 
over-excited, but she has a spiritual vivacity which 
is charming. Mr Irving has faults which have 
often been pointed out, but he has as an actor a 
merit which redeems them all and which is the 
secret of his success—the merit of delicacy and 
distinction. In some of his parts he shows him
self capable also of intense and powerful passion. 

But twenty other actors are to be found who 
have a passion as intense and powerful as his for 
one other actor who has his merit of delicacy and 
distinction. Mankind are often unjust to this 
merit, and most of us much resist having to ex
hibit it in our own life and soul; but it is singular 
what a charm it exercises over us. 

Mr Irving is too intelligent and has too many 
of an actor's qualities to fail entirely in any part 
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which he assumes; still, there are some parts for 
which he appears not well fitted and others for 
which he appears fitted perfectly. His true parts 
are those which most display his rare gift of deli
cacy and distinction, Jind such parts are offered 
above all in ideal comedy. May he long continue 
to find them there and to put forth in them charm 
enough to win the sultanas to art Uke Much Ado 
About Nothing as a change from art like FJdora and 
Impulse. 
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HAMLET ONCE MORE 

A t the very moment when Mr. Wilson Barrett is 
bringing out Hamlet at the Princess's, there 

comes into my hands Shakespeare and Montaigne : an 
Endeavour to Explain the Tendency of " Hamlet " from 
Allusions in Contemporary Works, by Mr. Jacob Feis, 
an author not before known to me. Mr, Feis seeks 
to establish that Shakspere in Hamlet identifies 
Montaigne's philosophy with madness, branding it 
as a pernicious one, as contrary to the intellectual 
conquests his own English nation has made when 
breaking with the Romanist dogma. " Shakspere," 
says Mr. Feis, " wished to warn his contemporaries 
that the attempt of reconciling two opposite circles 
of ideas, namely, on the one hand the doctrine that 
we are to be guided by the laws of nature, and on 
the other the yielding ourselves up to superstitious 
dogmas which declare human nature to be sinful, 
must inevitably produce deeds of madness." 

Mr. Feis's name has a German look, and the 
first instinct of the "genuine British narrowness " 
will be to say that here is another German critic 
who has discovered a mare's nest. " Hamlet dies 
wounded and poisoned, as if Shakspere had in
tended expressing his abhorrence of so vacillating 
a character, who places the treacherous excesses 
of passion above the power of that human reason 
in whose free service alone Greeks and Romans did 
their most exalted deeds of virtue." Shakspere is 
'•the great humanist," in sympathy with the clear, 
unwarped reason of " a living Horace or Horatio," 
a Horatio intrepid as the author of Non vultus 
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instantis tyranni. This is fantastic. Far from 
abhorring Hamlet, Shakspere was probably in 
considerable sympathy with him; nor is he 
likely to have thought either that salvation 
for mankind was to be had from the Odes of 
Horace. 

Mr. Feis is too entire, too absolute. Neverthe
less his book is of real interest and value. He has 
proved the preoccupation of Shakspere's mind 
when he made Hamlet with Montaigne's Essays. 
John Sterling had inferred it, but Mr. Feis has 
established it. He shows how passage after passage 
in the second quarto of Hamlet, published in 1604, 
has been altered and expanded in correspondence 
with things in the first English translation of 
Montaigne's Essays, Florio's, published in 1603. 
The Essays had already passed through many 
editions in French, and were known to Shakspere 
in that language. Their publication in English 
was an event in the brilliant and intellectual 
London world, then keenly interested in the play
houses ; and Shakspere, in revising his Hamlet in 
1604, gives proof of the actual occupation of his 
patrons with the Englished Montaigne, and con
firms, too, the fact of his own occupation with the 
Essays previously. 

For me the interest of this discovery does not 
lie in its showing that Shakspere thought Montaigne 
a dangerous author, and meant to give in Hamlet a 
shocking example of what Montaigne's teaching 
led to. It lies in its explaining how it comes about 
that Hamlet, in spite of the prodigious mental 
and poetic power shown in it, is really so tantalis
ing and ineffective a play. To the common public 
Hamlet is a famous piece by a famous poet, with 
crime, a ghost, battle, and carnage; and that is 
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sufficient. To the youthful enthusiast Hamlet is a 
piece handling the mystery of the universe, and 
having throughout cadences, phrases, and words 
full of the divinest Shaksperean magic ; and that, 
too, is sufficient. To the pedant, finally, Hamlet 
is an occasion for airing his psychology ; and what 
does pedant require more ? But to the spectator 
who loves true and powerful drama, and can judge 
whether he gets it or not, Hamlet is a piece which 
opens, indeed, simply and admirably, and then— 
" The rest is puzzle ! " 

The reason is, apparently, that Shakspere 
conceived this play with his mind running on 
Montaigne, and placed its action and its hero in 
Montaigne's atmosphere and world. What is that 
world ? It is the world of man viewed as a being 
ondoyant et divers, balancing and indeterminate, the 
plaything of cross motives and shifting impulses, 
swayed by a thousand subtle influences, physio
logical and pathological. Certainly the action and 
hero of the original Hamlet story are not such as 
to compel the poet to place them in this world and 
no other, but they admit of being placed there, 
Shakspere resolved to place them there, and they 
lent themselves to his resolve. The resolve once 
taken to place the action in this world of problem, 
the problem became brightened by all the force 
of Shakspere's faculties, of Shakspere's subtlety. 
Hamlet thus comes at last to be not a drama 
followed with perfect comprehension and pro-
foundest emotion, which is the ideal for tragedy, 
but a problem soliciting interpretation and 
solution. 

It will never, therefore, be a piece to be seen 
with pure satisfaction by those who will not deceive 
themselves. But such is its power and such is its 
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fame that it will always continue to be acted, and 
we shall all of us continue to go and see it. Mr. 
Wilson Barrett has put it effectively and finely on 
the stage. In general the critics have marked his 
merits with perfect justice. He is successful with 
his king and queen. The king in Hamlet is too 
often a blatant horror, and his queen is to match. 
Mr. Willard and Miss Leighton are a king and 
queen whom one sees and hears with pleasure. 
Ophelia, too—what suffering have Ophelias caused 
us ! And nothing can make this part advantageous 
to an actress or enjoyable for the spectator. I 
confess, therefore, that I trembled at each of Miss 
Eastlake's entrances; but the impression finally 
left, by the madness scene more especially, was 
one of approval and respect. Mr. Wilson Barrett 
himself, as Hamlet, is fresh, natural, young, pre
possessing, animated, coherent; the piece moves. 
All Hamlets whom I have seen dissatisfy us in 
something. Macready wanted person, Charles 
Kean mind, Fechter English. Mr. Wilson Barrett 
wants elocution. No ingenuity will ever enable us 
to follow the drama in Hamlet as we follow the first 
part of Faust, but we may be made to feel the noble 
poetry. Perhaps John Kemble, in spite of his 
limitations, was the best Hamlet after all. But 
John Kemble is beyond reach of the memory of 
even " An Old Playgoer." 
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